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          I was using getSelectedText to extract selected text on PDF. However, it adds a line breaker \n into a long sentence which normally wraps. I would not expect the \n to be there as you normally copy-paste from a PDF reader (Adobe, Preview etc.)
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          Hello, I’m Ron, an automated tech support bot [image: :robot:]

While you wait for one of our customer support representatives to get back to you, please check out some of these documentation pages:
Guides:	Extracting selected text for a document - Getting selected text
	APIs to extract text & content from PDFs
	Extracting text from a PDF using JavaScript - TextExtractor class
	Extract layers from PDF using JavaScript

APIs:	Core.Tools. TextUnderlineCreateTool - select(pagePt1, pagePt2)
	UI - officeOptions
	PDF

Forums:	Tweak selection bounding box
	Strange error on loading pdf
	Error when loading certain tiff files (not able to convert to PDF)
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          Hi kern

Thanks for contacting Webviewer Support.

To assist you better, I need to ask you more information.

	What’s the current Webviewer version are you using?
	Can you reproduce it into the demo page?
	is there any example file you can share with me?
	Could you please give me the steps to reproduce it.


Best Regards

Jack
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          Hi Jack,

Thanks for getting back to me so quick. Actually there is another bug (Cannot copy PDF content) which block me from reproducing bugs in the demo page. I’ll let you know once I am able to reproduce it.

Kern
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